Using first-principles based effective Hamiltonian and finite temperature Monte Carlo simulations we investigate cooperative responses, as well as microscopic mechanism for vortex switching, in zerodimensional Pb(Zr 0.5 Ti 0.5 )O 3 nanoparticles under curled electric fields. We find that the generally accepted domain coexistence mechanism is not valid for toroid switching. Instead dipoles are shown to display unusual collective behaviors by forming a new vortex with perpendicular (but not opposite) toroid moment. The strong correlation between the new and original vortices is revealed to be critical for reversing toroid moment. Microscopic insight for the puzzling collective response is discussed. Based on our finding, we further describe a technological approach that is able to drastically reduce the magnitude of the curled electric field needed for vortex switching.
twin boundaries, etc.) often are the nucleation sites. [21] Subsequently, the -P domain grows while the original P domain shrinks under external fields, leading eventually to switching.
In FE nanoparticles, formation of domain walls is less likely and energetically unfavorable.
However, the vortex phase in FE particles does have an intrinsic topological defect-the vortex core. Based on the fact that a large strain energy exists near the center of the vortex where dipoles turn their directions sharply, vortex cores are thus less stable. When imposed under a switching curled field, dipoles near the vortex core are likely to flip first to form a -G domain of reversed moment. This -G domain coexists with and gradually conquers the G domain, leading to switching.
Here we perform ab initio based studies to investigate for the first time the collective response to curled electric fields, and the vortex switching mechanism, in ferroelectric nanoparticles made of Pb(Zr 0.5 Ti 0.5 )O 3 solid solution. The purpose of this Letter is (1) to demonstrate that the generally accepted mechanism of domain coexistence is invalid for vortex switching, and in fact, vortex reversal occurs by following an interesting G z -G y -(-G z ) phase transformation sequence; (2) to report the unusual collective phenomena and energetics in 0D FEs in response to curled electric fields. Based on the key insight obtained in this study,
we further propose and demonstrate an alternative approach (which could be technologically very important) to overcome the energy barrier of vortex switching. It should be pointed out that this work is profoundly different from a previous study [22] where effects of homogeneous electric fields in FE particles were investigated. Homogeneous electric fields, possessing no curl, can only transform a vortex phase into a ferroelectric phase of polarization. As a result, the switching of toroid moment, which is the key subject of this study, was not (and can not even be) addressed in Ref. 22 .
Technically, we use first-principle derived effective Hamiltonian [23, 24] and finite temperature Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Besides internal energy U, the Hamiltonian also consists of a − i E(r i ) · p i term, [16] describing the coupling between external electric field E(r) and local dipoles p i . Nanoparticles of disk shape are considered, with cylindrical z-axis parallel to the crystallographic [001] direction. Switching simulations under curled electric fields are performed at 64K where the vortex phase is stable. A fixed acceptance rate of 0.25 and 10000 MC sweeps are used throughout all simulations. [25] We will mainly present results for a disk with diameter d=19 and height h=14 (both quantities are measured in lattice constant a=4Å of pseudocubic bulk), since the diameter (7.6nm) of this disk falls into the size range (5-50nm) of experimentally fabricated nanoparticles [26] . In this work we use MC rather than molecular dynamics (MD) to study switching dynamics, based on the following considerations. (i) In both methods the basic quantity governing the dynamics is the same, which is the energy. The difference is that the energy is reflected in MD by using forces, while in MC the energy itself is used in determination of next configuration. (ii) Monte Carlo step can be quantified as a "quantum" time, and the equivalence of two methods was rigorously demonstrated in Ref. 27 
The latter is given as E curl = 1 2 S × r, where S = Se z measures the vorticity of the field.
With the E h and E curl fields acting together, the interaction energy 2 that has an opposite vorticity with respect to the initial FE vortex. One key finding in Fig.1a is that the vortex reversal process is predicted to consist of three evolution phases in which the system displays distinct dipole behaviors. These phases are, when MC sweep n is below n 1 =30 (to be named as phase I), n is between n 1 =30 and n 2 =43 (to be referred to as phase II), and n>n 2 (phase III). At the initial instant of the simulation, the vortex has only a G z toroid moment, while the G x and G y components are null. As the curled field is turned on, most notable results occurring in Fig.1a are: (1) The G z moment remains remarkably stable and subjects to only marginal decrease throughout phase I. However, the system does not idly wait; another critical activity is taking place in phase I. That is, the FE nanoparticle is building its G y moment which increases appreciably and becomes very significant (with a value of 15 eÅ 2 ) in the end of phase I. (2) As the system enters phase II, dramatic difference occurs. The G z moment starts to decline sharply, reverses its direction, and then is stabilized at its negative saturated value at n 2 .
(3) While G z switches its direction in phase II, the G y moment undergoes a complex evolu-tion, by first rising (with a different slope than the preceding process in phase I) and later dropping swiftly to null. Precisely at the moment when G z is zero, G y reaches its maximum magnitude.
From simulations, the key toroid component during switching is G z , G y and -G z for the phases of n<n 1 , n 1 <n<n 2 , and n>n 2 , respectively. The reverse of FE vortex therefore occurs by undergoing an evolution sequence of To explain why the G y toroid moment forms and how it influences the reversal of the G z component, we now provide microscopic insight on the field-induced dipole behaviors. Fig.2 shows the snapshots of local dipole distributions corresponding to selected MC sweeps. More specifically, Fig.2a -d describe the development of the G y toroid moment, while Fig.2e -h show the evolution of the inplane G z vortex. Our discussion shall follow the sequential order of evolution. Initial response to the curled electric field is subtle, and begins with the dipoles located at the vortex core. Common wisdom tells us that, under the E curl field, the dipoles near the vortex core should flip into opposite directions to form a -G domain. Interestingly, this does not take place in our simulations. We find instead that these dipoles rotate towards the z-axis (Fig.2a) . The dipole rotation is, however, energetically less favorable, since it generates a z-direction depolarization field that can not be compensated by the curled field. Note that this situation is unlike the case when a static homogeneous electric field is applied in the z-axis, where the homogeneous field can overcome the existence of the depolarization field. The delicate balance between the internal depolarization field and the external curled field leads to the dipole configuration in Fig.2a , where the dipoles in the lower part point downwards as a result of the curled field while the dipoles in the upper part point horizontally to reduce the depolarization field. As evolution proceeds to n=20 (Fig.2b) , dipoles of the lower part rotate also horizontally, but opposite to the dipole direction in the upper part, to avoid lateral depolarizing field. Consequently, the dipole pattern developed in Fig.2b explains how the nucleation seed of lateral G y vortex is formed (which is important).
Another key feature of the dipole pattern in Fig.2b is that the left and right arms of the G y vortex are largely absent. Interestingly, as the G y vortex is nucleated at n=20, the inplane G z vortex is nearly intact (see the G z vortex in Fig.2e , also at n=20), which is consistent with the result in Fig.1a where the G z moment remains robust throughout phase I.
The system behaves differently when evolving into phase II, highlighted in Fig.2f by the dramatic disappearance of inplane dipole components in regions A and B. More precisely, dipoles in region A rotate toward the negative z-axis, while dipoles in region B toward the positive z-direction. Disappearance of the inplane components for dipoles in A and B regions leads to three marked effects: (i) the onset of a sharp decline of the G z moment, as seen in Fig.1a at the beginning of phase II, (ii) the core of the G z vortex to shift away from the cylindrical axis (Fig.2f) , and (iii) a rapid increase of the z-component magnitudes for those dipoles located at the left and right arms of the lateral G y vortex, as revealed by contrasting and simultaneously, no significant increase in the depolarizing field occurs along the z-axis.
As the G z vortex continues to be uncurled, the G z moment becomes zero at n=33 (see Fig.1a ). A vanishing G z moment does not mean disappearance of the xy components of all dipoles, however. Instead, calculation result in Fig.2g reveals that the dipole components on the xy plane evolve, interestingly, into a stripe pattern, which also yields zero G z . The stripe is formed due to the fact that the curled field continues to push the G z -vortex core in Fig.2f to the (lower) surface. Starting with the stripe in Fig.2g , dipoles in the upper part rotate and/or flip their directions, forming the critical embryo of the reversed -G z vortex at n=34 (see Fig.2h ). After the nucleation of this -G z vortex, the lateral G y vortex starts to disassemble itself by rotating its dipoles at both arms back to the xy plane (see Fig.2d at n=40), which eventually leads to the development of a full and reversed -G z vortex.
From the above striking microscopic insight, a novel mechanism that governs the switching of FE vortex is thus obtained. That is, vortex reversal occurs, not by the coexistence of G z and -G z domains, but by formation of a new and lateral vortex. In fact, we find from the entire evolution process in Fig.2 that, the G z and -G z domains never coexist at any time in the simulations. Only after the original G z vortex is dismantled does the nucleation of the -G z vortex start to form (Fig.2h) . We further numerically find that the magnitude of the total toroid moment |G| = G 2 x + G 2 y + G 2 z is almost a constant throughout the switching (see the diamond symbols in Fig.1a) , demonstrating that vortex reversal occurs by obeying the conservation of the |G| moment.
We now study the energetics of vortex switching. Here we are interested in internal energy U, rather than free energy F=U-i E(r i )·p i , since the former yields important knowledge concerning the energy barrier. The internal energy is given in Fig.1a, revealing new observations that do not appear in collective behaviors. First, the highest energy barrier occurs around n=30, which corresponds to the instant when the G y vortex has formed and the inplane G z vortex just starts to annihilate its xy components. Height of the energy barrier is 2.4 meV per 5-atom cell. Second, and interestingly, a local energy valley appears at n=33, showing that the fully developed G y vortex (with G z =0) is actually a stable structure even if the curled field is removed. Third, the two energy barriers surrounding this energy valley are asymmetric, with a lower barrier of 0.8 meV at n=35 (favoring the formation of the -G z vortex). To examine how the energy barrier may vary with temperature and size, we have performed switching calculations at 160K (as compared to 64K in Fig.1a) , for the same d=19 and h=14 dot. The energy barrier is found to be 2.1 meV at 160K, close to the value of 2.4 meV at 64K. This is consistent with the fact that the energy barrier is determined mainly by depolarization field, not by temperature. We have also performed calculations for other d diameters, all showing that formation of the lateral vortex is a key step for switching the G z vortex. We further find that depending on the h/d ratio, the number of lateral vortices-that occur at the switching moment (i.e., when G z equals zero)-differs.
In the d=9 and h=14 disk with h/d ≈2, two G y vortices and one G x vortex (with dipole configuration similar to the structural B phase in Ref. 6 ) take place at the switching moment.
The energy barrier for the d=9 disk is found to be 1.7 meV at 64K.
Interestingly, we previously found that homogeneous E h = E h e z electric fields can also give rise to a lateral vortex [22] , despite that homogeneous fields and curled fields are drastically different in nature. Based on the key findings that (1) the E h and E curl fields both are capable of inducing the G y vortex, and (2) formation of the G y vortex is the major energy barrier for toroid switching (as demonstrated in this study), we further propose an alternative approach to switch FE vortex, by means of a combined action of the E h and E curl fields.
More precisely, an E h field of sufficient magnitude is applied to precipitate the formation of G y vortex, and an E curl field is then added on (while the E h field remains) to generate the reversed G z vortex. A significant advantage of this approach is, while a strong curled field is hard to achieve since it requires fast oscillation of alternating magnetic fields, a strong E h field of 10 9 V/m order can be easily generated on nanometer scale. We demonstrate the approach using the same d=19 disk, by placing it first under a homogeneous E h =1.9V/nm field (which quickly induces a G y vortex), and then under a curled E curl =0.04mV/Å 2 field for ten thousand MC sweeps. Fig.1b describes the evolution of the toroid moment after the curled field is turned on. Drastic differences are evident in Fig.1b as compared to Fig.1a : (1) When the curled field is switched on, the G y value in Fig.1b is already notably large. This G y moment is formed by the homogeneous field, confirming the result of Ref. 22 . (2) The long period of phase I-that lasts five thousand MC sweeps in Fig.1a -no longer exists in Fig.1b . Instead, G z starts to decline sharply in Fig.1b as soon as the curled field is imposed.
(3) The magnitude of the curled field used in Fig.1b is considerably reduced, by a factor of 600% as compared in Fig.1a . This reduction factor can be further increased when a larger E h field is used. Analysis of the internal energy (solid symbols in Fig.1b) shows that the energy barrier almost disappears, and the curled field acts to guide the formation of the reversed vortex.
In summary, response of FE particles to curled electric fields was studied for the first time. Simulations revealed a novel mechanism that governs the switching of FE toroid vortex. A curled electric field, of only z-axis vorticity momentum, was shown to lead to the unexpected formation of a lateral vortex, manifesting macroscopically the balance of various microscopic interactions. We demonstrated that the strong correlation between the original vortex and the new lateral vortex plays a critical role for vortex reversal. On the other hand, the -G and G domains never coexist during switching, and the switching mechanism by coexisting domains is not valid. Moreover, based on the findings that formation of lateral vortex is the major energy barrier for vortex switching, and that this lateral vortex can also occur by use of homogeneous field, we described an effective approach that is able to reduce substantially (by 600%) the magnitude of the switching curled field. Finally, we believe that the microscopic insight and energetics (which are difficult to obtain in experiments) will also 
